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Emigration from Latvia under economic crisis conditions
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Abstract. Latvia is one of the European Union member states since 1 May 2004. Emigration from Latvia
increased with the free labour movement just after accession; furthermore another event increasing
emigration was global economic recession which stroke Latvia and caused several changes in the economy
and further population development.
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1. Introduction
Recent emigration trends from Latvia are usually evaluated within the context of the accession to the
European Union in 1 May 2004 since then Latvia became part of the European Union open labour market.
European Union states like the UK, Ireland and Sweden were three countries that opened their labour markets
for the A8 (Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Poland, Hungary, Slovakia and Slovenia, Czech Republic) countries.
This consequently resulted in considerable relocation of Latvian labour migrants, particularly to the UK and
Ireland. According to Kahanec et al. (2009) almost 70% of the immigrants from the A8 have been absorbed
by the UK and Ireland since 2003 [11]. According to Wadensjö (2007) Sweden as a destination after May
2004 experienced increasing immigration, especially from Poland and the Baltic States, even if not to the
same extent as expected [18, 6,11].
Sequent wave of emigration from Latvia highlighted since year 2008 along with global economic
downturn which stroke Latvia to a larger extent than any other EU state. Before the crisis low interest rates of
mortgages combined with high growth of GDP and salaries together with the housing market caused the
economy to overheat. The evidence suggests that many crisis emigrants left because of mortgage payments or
inability to pay their monthly payments most often in combination with unemployment or decrese in income
level.Thus, the desire to leave Latvia was strongly accompanied with the economic recession. As also found in
other researches the Baltic States, as small and open economies, are being hit especially hard by declining
exports and foreign capital inflows, as well as by sharp reduction of public spending and overall decline of
domestic consumption. The crisis poses a significant challenge to demographic situation in Latvia. As small
nation country Latvia is facing falls in fertility rates, strong labour emigration and ageing of the population. In
addition, the high unemployment rate, which was close to twenty per cent by the end of 2010, is one of the
factors leading many Latvians to consider moving abroad. The current evidence suggests that many mortgage
borrowers cannot handle the monthly payments and chose to leave the country as they are not able to find an
appropriate job in Latvia [9] or employment at all especially younger group having no practical experience in
labour market.
The aim of the study is to describe differences between pre and post crisis migrants considering reasons
for emigration, migrant networks and experience valuation. The observations confirm that the interest of outmigration because of the crisis was even higher than just after accession to the EU.

2. Empirical evidence
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The em
mpirical evideence is based on a web – based
b
survey
y with Latviaan residents living in the UK
U and tookk
place in Maarch 2010 viaa social netwoorking websiite which is widely
w
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on. Particularr
data gatheriing method was used inn order to gaain valuable data about emigrants
e
beecause nation
nal statisticss
about volum
mes of emigrrants are fraggmented. Thiis methodolo
ogy was usedd however theere arecertain
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of representtativeness annd bias occurrring in the webw
based su
urvey methoddology whichh is taken intto account[4]].
The sam
mple consistss of 1000 coompleted webb-based quesstionnaires and
a closely rreplicates com
mposition off
Latvian resiidents in the UK by gender, motive, experiences and time sppent in the U
UK. The main
n analysis iss
based on thhe two periodds of emigrattion (1) emiggration from
m 2004 – 2007; (2) emigrration from 2008
2
– 2010..
The compossition of miggrants groupss are characteerized using the binary loogistic regresssion. In thiss model suchh
variables ass gender, agee groups, regiions of originn in Latvia, reasons
r
for emigration
e
(uunemploymen
nt, mortgagee
payments and
a
adventurre seeking), informationn obtaining channels, activities
a
witth co – ethn
nics (living,,
entertainingg and having business witth other Latvvians), existen
nce of migraant networks abroad, need
d to earn andd
family creattion appeareed to be statistically significant for th
he two periods analysed in the modeel (0= periodd
from 2004 to
t 2007; 1= period
p
from 2008
2
to 20100).

3. Exten
nt of Latviian emigrration to the
t UK
Accordiing to the NINo
N
registraations there are
a around 81
8 thousand immigrants from Latviaa entered thee
UK in periiod from 2002 to 2010.. Data in Fiigure 1 disag
ggregated frrom the UK
K official staatistics show
w
registered persons forr WRS (W
Workers Reggistration Sccheme) whiich is requuired for offficial workk
No registratioon which is compulsory
c
for
f tax paym
ments and bennefit claims. Years 20055
documentattion and NIN
and 2009 reespectively represent eveents occurring in Latvia after
a
accessioon to the UK
K and negativ
ve impact off
the global economic
e
crissis which afffected economic and sociial conditionns and Latviaa.
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Fig 1. Regisstered Nationaal Insurance numbers
n
(NIN
No) and registeered immigrannts from Latvia in the UK with
w Workers
Registrration Schemee (WRS) from
m year 2002 to 2010. Sourcee: UK’s Homee Office.

The Unnited Kingdom
m due to thee open labourr market, estaablished andd reliable miggrant network
ks as well ass
English langguage skillsiss one of the main
m destinaations for imm
migrants from
m Latvia. It hhas been reco
ognised from
m
other researrches and stated in year 2008
2
that oveer the five yeears since thee enlargemennt of the Euro
opean Unionn
the UK has experiencedd what mightt be one of thhe most conccentrated volluntary migraations in the world todayy
nited Kingdoom due to eaasier access to
t the labourr
[16]. Potenttial migrants more often chose Irelannd and the Un
market in thhose countriees and not leaast that Engliish is the lang
guage of thosse two counttries [18].
Increasiing numbers of Latvian and
a Lithuaniaan registratio
ons may be associated witth increased immigrationn
from these countries
c
due to their currrent econom
mies. Among
g the Europeaan Union meember Statess, the highestt
unemploym
ment rate wasrecorded in Spain
S
(20.9 %),
% Lithuaniia (16.3 % inn the first quaarter of 2011
1) and Latviaa
(16.2 % in the
t first quarrter of 2011) - all are welll above the EU
E 27 averagge of 9.3% (M
May 2011) [17]. There iss
a correlatioon between unemploymeent in Latviia caused by
y economic downturn aand increasee of personss
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registering in the UK when linking numbers of persons migratedto the UK. Unemployment rate in years 2006
– 2008 being the lowest rapidly increased along with the economic recession up to nearly 20 per cent in some
regions of Latvia in year 2009.Another evidence is GDP per capita which has changed considerably in this
period from 2000 - 2010. Starting from 2000 there has been gradual increase from 1987 Lats (around 2820
EUR) per capita to 7098 Lats (around 10086 EUR) per capita in 2008 which is the highest value and
corresponds to the booming years in Latvian economy. Years 2009 and 2010 showed sharp decrease and
corresponds to similar level of GDP per capita before the rise in booming years.

4. The Boom and the crisis
In the course of 2008 the financial crisis and the subsequent economic recession spread from the United
States of America to almost the entire world [2]. Latvia as one of the Eastern European countries showed
relatively fast economic burst since 2000. However, since the crisis most severely affected countries within
the region were the three Baltic republics with small, highly liberalized, and externally oriented economies,
depending on importing capital and energy supplies. In addition to GDP grows, all three had experienced a
large credit-fuelled bubble in the real estate market [14]. In October 2008 the second largest bank (Parex) in
Latvia faced serious liquidity constraints. Latvia’s 2009 financial crisis and near full-scale banking sector
collapse occurred on the back of the collapse of a euro-driven housing market bubble that threatened high
levels of property repossession and large-scale financial losses for the main Swedish banks that owned large
stakes in the Latvian mortgage market [14].Although all three Baltic States have always shared similar
development trends this time according to Stenning et al. (2010) experienced first “post-transition” recession
after they have had economic growth for sustained period of 21st century during which individuals became
increasingly financialised under crisis conditions Latvia is the only that show increasing emigration with the
beginning of crisis [15]. Latvia, with annual decline of 18% of GDP in 2009 and highest unemployment rates
in the EU, is experiencing strong economic recession.The effects of the financial crisis in Latvia were
particularly severe because before the crisis country enjoyed large-scale capital inflows and rapid expansion of
mortgage market propelled by low interest rates and the entry of foreign banks. Latvia had the most
significant economic imbalances and vulnerabilities at the end of the boom period [10]. The global economic
crisis started as housing crisis then turned into a general financial crisis and now the world was confronted
with an employment crisis [7]. Even though rate of unemployment is still high in year 2011 emigration from
Latvia maintains to countries where employment situation comparing to Latvia is better. Thereafter often even
those emigrants from Latvia who have certain qualifications and education often in the UK are employed as
‘low-skilled and low-paid labour’ [12; 1].
Beets and Willekens (2009) after investigation of crisis impacts conclude that:
y
y

Of all types of migration, labour migration will be affected most;
Political and environmental refugees, marriage migration and family reunion will not be much
affected;
y Migrants employed in sectors that are most affected by the economic recession are more likely to
lose their jobs than migrants employed in other sectors of economy;
y Low-skilled immigrants are among those most affected by the worsening of the labour market
conditions;
y Migrants who invest heavily in migration and settlement in the country of destination are not likely
to return to their countries of origin but to stay;
y The recession reduces the remittances sent by migrants and foreign workers to their families in their
home countries [2].
However not all of the points found here can be applied to the case of Latvia because even though also
other EU countries as Ireland and the UK suffer from the crisis prospects to succeed in labour market in those
countries are still higher that in Latvia. Therefore destination for Latvian migrants can change Ireland has
been changed to Germany and the Nordic countries, but the pattern of increasing emigration from Latvia since
crisis remains high.

5. Results
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Binary logistic regression analysis allowed finding differences in migrant compositional characteristics for
persons who emigrated from Latvia to the UK after the EU accession until crisis and starting from crisis till
year 2010.
Firstly, there are some gender differences for pre and post crisis migrants. More male in comparison to
female have emigrated from Latvia in years of economic downturn. This corresponds to acceleration of labour
out migration also for persons who previously worked in Latvia, but then with the worsening of economic
conditions were ‘pushed’ to look for employment abroad. In this case migrant social networks were used as
instruments to find information and practical support for moves.
Secondly, in all younger age groups in comparison to persons over 45 are more persons moving to the UK
since the crisis. This again corresponds to both young persons who after education have been unable to find
employment and older persons who moved because of job loss or need to gain more finance.
Following interestingly all regions in Latvia except Riga suburbs show higher emigration before crisis.
Statistically significant result is for Vidzeme and Latgale regions in comparison to capital Riga from were
persons moved more before the crisis. Even though Riga suburbs in comparison to Riga does not show
statistically significant differences for emigration period, but the trend is opposite. And this is characterized by
the category of persons who suffered from consolidation measures and sequent urgent need for financial
resource to cover monthly payments.
There are two main differenceswhen describing channels migrants have used in order to get information
about working and living opportunities and conditions. In pre crisis period significantly more persons used
official recruitment agencies if to compare with unofficial ways of getting information. However, in the
second period of analysis from 2008 to 2010 persons have used informal channels to receive support they
require. This confirms the crucial importance of social networks in the migration flows from Latvia and
Eastern Europe in general.
The main reasons for emigration in this study are unemployment in Latvia before emigration, monthly
mortgage payments and interest in adventure seeking. It means that persons who had employment in
comparison to those who were unemployed show higher probability to have left before crisis. Similarly
monthly mortgage payments for housing, cars and short term loans for private consumption. Despite the
economic aspects there are also wish to explore and experience adventures but this reason has diminished with
the crisis as those persons who moved because of the free options to move and work abroadhave done it just
after Latvia joined the EU.
In term of social relations and social circle maintained abroad those who in the UK are with their children
and/or parents show higher probability to have left since the crisis. If before only one person from the
household left for work abroad then since crisis many have left with their families and have settled for
permanent stay. Furthermore those who have left prior crisis do not spend as much time entertaining or having
common business with other Latvians in comparison to those who left with the crisis conditions. Group who
are so called crisis migrants more often than others share accommodation with other co-ethnics, because they
need to lower the costs.
And the last two variables in the model with the significant value were experience valuation like family
creation and earnings. In both cases those who left in years 2008 – 2010 do not value these experiences as
important, but that is to with the time span they have been abroad. As time increases they might be able to
create a family and earn substantial amount of money for the set aim they had in the first place.
All in all analysis of the Latvian residents currently living in the UK show several aspects of their lives
changed since the change in economic conditions.

6. Conclusions
There are several differencesin results regarding period of emigration - pre and post crisis emigrants.
Contextual analysis and previous research confirms existence of particular group of crisis migrants who have
left Latvia for the UK because of unemployment and mortgage payments in Latvia. Crisis migrants can be
charactersised as young male labour migrants from Riga and suburbs of Riga who have found ways to
emigrate through their friends and relatives. One of the main tools and support mechanisms for crisis migrants
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is migrants’ social networks. Crisis migrants often live and work together with co-ethnics. But pre crisis
migrants have settled in and most often live with their families created in the UK or previously in Latvia.
Despite some indication of other aspects like adventure seeking, family reunion crisis migrants from Latvia
are still dominantly characterized by economic disadvantages – unemployment in origin and fiscal needs for
monthly payments.
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